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SHELAGH HALL

Fernwood was once a pastoral neighbourhood, known for its fine

houses and summer cottages. Many of the qlJiet streets have

survived but 8egbie Street is now a major thorough-fare cutting

through the once quiet suburb. Not everyone will undertake the

restoration of a heritage home, but it takes a special kind of

person to take on a house which presents the additional challenge

of now fronting on a busy arterial (street).

Alex Charles Ewart practised as an architect in Victoria from

1889 to 1900, first as an employee of John Teague and later on

his own. H£~is best known as the archiGct of the Simon Leiser

Building. He later moved to Nelson where many of his building~;,

both c:ommercial and resieJential survive.

X
After going into private practice he built his own house, in the

Queen Anne Style. at 1458 Begbie Street. Asymetrically massed

the house rises through a series of gables and dec()rative details

to the roofline. The mixture of board and batten, textured

shingles and horizontal siding creates a sllperb example of this

picturesque style. The sunburst motif repeated in the gable

detailing was a favorite symbol of the English Aesthetic

Movement.

After Ewart left Victoria. the house changed hands a number of

times, slowly sank into disrepair and eventually became a rooming

house. The rich architectural det,.xing was obscured beneath a

monochromatic paint job and unsympathetic remodelling. The

original wooden windows were r?moved and replaced by aluminium

units. Sadly neglected in an overgrown yard, the house faded

into obscurity and did not garrler a second glance from the

passing motorists.



Sheila Hall recognized the potential of the building from the

real estate photo anci purchased it sight unseen in 1986. She

took up residence in a suite in the house and began the

rehabilitation with a major clean-up. In 1987 the house received

heritage designation from the City of Victoria. During that year

the 1950's panelling which obscured the front porch was removed,

rotten floor boards replaced and a modern front door was

replaced by a more historically aCCllrate one.

In 1988, Vintage Woodworks used 2 surviving windows to duplicate

the wooden double hung 12 over 2 sashes. Siding was repaired and

a missing stained glass window was replicated using an original

from the entrance hall as a model. A Victorian style fence and

~late were install(~d and more landscaping was undertaken. In>};89

the most dramatic and traffic-stopping part of the refurbishment

undertaken. w1'\h the help of a Victor'ia Heritage Foundationwas

the house was

colour scheme. ~s was researched by Stuart Stark and

by Scotia F'aintinq. ?,f: the following year, the asphalt- X'
were replaced with cedar- ones and rotten eaves,~soffits

grant. repainted in it~; original Victorian five

pai.nted

shingles

and

gutters were replaced. The chimrleys were also repointed.

Future plans include mor-e landscapirlg and irlterior restoration.

~thoU9h the hCIUSE~ has lost its pastoral setting, its dignity and

grace have returned. Sheila Hall has brought 1458 Begbie back

from a state of obscurity and neglect, and it is once again an

eye-catching landmark.~


